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*OPERE LULLIANE*

Giordano Bruno

Roberto Calasso

LA FOLIE BAUDELAIRE

"The most absorbing guided visit that one could imagine of the brothel-museum of Baudelaire's dreams." (Marc Fumaroli)

Cristina Campo

IL MIO PENISERO NON VI LASCIA

Letters to Fontaine friends.

Carlo Emilio Gadda

L'ADDOLCIRE

"I'd like to be the Robespierre of the Milanese bourgeoisie; but it's not worth the effort!"

Tommaso Landolfi

DIARIO PERPETUO

"Lantolfi, the connoisseur of ghosts." (Giorgetto Manganeli)

Giuseppe Gioacchino Belli

SONE DI EROTICI E MEDITATIVI

The most outrageous poetry by the outrageous Belli.

Manlio Spallamano

DELLA MISANTROPIA

A treatise on denigration.

Elvio Fachinelli

SU FREUD

What Freud really said, and how.

Guido Cerone

POEMI DEL GINECEO

Poe screams from an embryonic harrow.

Letizia Muratori

COME SE NIENTE FOSSE

A bitter, mordant book in which every line and every silence have their own significance.

Pietro Citati

IL TÈ DEL CAPPELLALIO MATTO

"A visionary librarian who explores bohemian surroundings in the margins of pages already written." (Italo Calvino)

Guido Morosi

DISSIPATION H.G.

Morosi's most sacred book.

Alberto Arbasino

PENSieri SELVAGGI A BUENOS AIRES

All of Arbasino's Argentine, from Borges to Evita.

Massimo Cacciari

DOPPIO RITRATTO

Gliotto and Dame on Saint Francis.

Andrea Moro

P ARLO D UNG U E S O N O

An Italian recluse and why only we speak the way we speak.

Boris Blancheri

LA TRAVERSATA

The story of an absolute passion for swimming.

Tullio Pericoli

ATTRAVERSO L'ALBERO

How great artists have imagined, drawn, and painted trees. And how Pericoli has reinterpreted them, in his most personal album.
Ossoli, a down-at-heel Italian "marchese", nine years her junior, and no great interlocutor (on a trip to Italy made after Fuller's death, Hawthorne made a special point of confirming his bootliness). By all accounts, Ossoli am very glad to acknowledge that his spirit ing his boorishness). By all accounts, Ossoli am very glad to acknowledge that his spirit of the Risorgimento, she had a son by Ossoli, world could join the common throng of the sexes - much of it still available in anthol­ogies of her work (the best remains Perry apartment as a sign to the occupying army on a trip to Italy made after Fuller's death, life of Mazzini with almost as much pride as he could take her parasol to be repaired - and was so outspoken in her con­demnation of the French atrocities that the American vice-consult "personally raised an American flag on the balcony of Fuller's apartment as a sign to the occupying army that she was to be left alone". While Matte­son scrabbles to ascribe a coherent political philosophy to her - if anything, Fuller was divided among her own sensibilities, and in any case it was Mazzini who was the real lib­eral rival to Marx - it is nevertheless true that the revolutions of 1848 were a direct inspira­tion for the American women's rights move­ment that formally began at Seneca Falls the same year. In this sense, Fuller was a vital link between the two movements, and an important reminder that the great efforts for reform were less fragmented in the nine­teenth century than they are now.

While the book Fuller had completed on the Italian revolution was to be her great work is doubtful. As the writer Caleb Crain observes, we can only speculate whether she would have connected the short-lived liber­ation of the city with her own simultaneous sexual liberation. During the journey back to New York following the fall of the Republic, she ship the Elizabeth sank a few miles off Fire Island, and she, along with Ossoli and her boy Angelino, was drowned. Matteson relates the astonishing fact that Fuller years before had recorded dreams of similar drowning inci­dents in her diary. The popular account of her death has it that she could have saved herself, but when Captain Bangers asked her to leave the deck, she sat transfixed and said, "I see no thing but death before me".

The next day on a boat on the Hudson, the seven-year-old Henry James heard Washington Irving recount the incident in detail. Years later James remained mesmerized by the "Margaret-Ghost". He wondered in parti­cular what sort of figure she would have cut back in Boston she had survived. "Would she", he wrote, "with her appetite for ideas and her genius for conversation, have struck us but as a somewhat formidable bore, one of the worst kind, a culture-seeker without a sense of proportion, or, on the contrary, have affected us as a really attaching, a possibly picturesque New England Corinne"? Fuller the culture overdoser or Fuller the Romantic hero? The truth must lie somewhere in between. Despite all the posthumous attempts to disparage her - by Hawthorne, by Emerson
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**Are We Getting Smarter? Rising IQ in the Twenty-First Century**

James R. Flynn

One of the most extraordinary science books I have ever read - Brian Appleby, Sunday Times

336 pages • Paperback • 978-1-107-09174-7 • £16.99

**Doing Capitalism in the Innovation Economy: Markets, Speculation, and the State**

William M. Reckory

"A rewarding memoir about the learning, training, and life experience required to achieve mastery in a modern economy." - Kenneth Arrow

250 pages • Hardcover • 978-1-107-03125-8 • £22.00

**Making Thatcher's Britain**

Edited by Ben Jackson and Robert Saunders

"A fascinating study of how a long-established democracy dealt with the persistent conundrum of government secrecy in open society."

464 pages • Hardcover • 978-1-107-03099-5 • £25.00

**Rethink HIV: Smarter Ways to Invest in Ending HIV in Sub-Saharan Africa**

Edited by Bjorn Lomborg

"This pioneering work shows how economic analysis can contribute to a prioritisation for spending in this vital area." - Sir John Bell, President, Academy of Medical Sciences and Regius Professor of Medicine, University of Oxford

500 pages • Paperback • 978-1-107-67932-0 • £23.99

**Classified: Secrecy and the State in Modern Britain**

Christopher Moran

"A devastating read - Joe Rishie, former Press Secretary to Ronald Wilson

360 pages • Paperback • 978-1-107-68337-2 • £19.99
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